
Let's get ready 
for adoption day.

My Puppies Birthdate:

Month Day Year

HEALTH:

I need to get a Veterinarian
I have a Veterinarian

Questions I want to ask them..

Vaccinations- I have booked in the 12 week C5 Vaccination and a 16 week C5 Vaccination:

Yes
Not yet
I have a reminder in my diary

Questions that I want to ask

Vaccination yearly reminder:

I have put a note in my Diary to remind me to have my Pup Vaccinated after speaking to Vet

Worming and treatment/s :

I will speak to my Vet before my Puppy is 10 weeks of age, that is when they are due to be wormed
I know my puppy needs to be wormed at 10 weeks and 12 weeks
I will ask about NexGard Spectra as this covers a wide range of treatments
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Vaccinations: I have booked in the 12 week C5 Vaccination and a 16 week C5 Vaccination

Yes, booked
Not yet
I have a reminder in my diary to book in

SAFETY: I have checked all fences for gaps in-between and underneath, exit points, plant trailer 
strings (hang risk)  chairs, tables -other items that can help a Shiba to jump on and get over

I have done this and spoke with family members not to reposition items
I need to do this

Questions I have

SAFETY: I have checked, read understood and briefed all the household/family in the SHIBA 
CARE section on the Shibalia website:

I have done this
We need to do this

SAFETY: I have got a Carrier/Harness for travel:

I have done this
I need to do this before adoption day

INSURANCE: I have compared and 

will take this out
will ask ANATARKO what they do

Follow up with Anne- Questions, thoughts... 
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